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SUMMARY

Male hummingbirds court females with a high-speed
dive in which they ‘‘sing’’ with their tail feathers. The
male’s choice of trajectory provides him strategic
control over acoustic frequency and pressure levels
heard by the female. Unlike related species, male
Costa’s hummingbirds (Calypte costae) choose to
place their dives to the side of females. Here we
show that this minimizes an audible Doppler curve
in their dive sound, thereby depriving females of an
acoustic indicator that would otherwise reveal male
dive speed. Wind-tunnel experiments indicate that
the sounds produced by their feathers are direc-
tional; thus, males should aim their tail toward
females. High-speed video of dives reveal that males
twist half of their tail vertically during the dive, which
acoustic-camera video shows effectively aims this
sound sideways, toward the female. Our results
demonstrate that male animals can strategically
modulate female perception of dynamic aspects of
athletic motor displays, such as their speed.

INTRODUCTION

Many male animals perform athletic motor displays for females,

who evaluate male performance in the course of choosing a

mate. When courting, a male has strategic choice over when,

where, and how intensely to perform [1, 2]. This provides him

control over his audience’s reception of his display. For instance,

male bowerbirds arrange bower objects to produce forced

perspective, a visual illusion that enhances females’ perception

of the size of his ornaments [3, 4]. In an acoustic case, tree frogs

tune their songs to exploit tree-hole resonance as an acoustic

amplifier of their fundamental frequency, enhancing the sound

that females perceive [5]. These examples demonstrate ways

in which males may favorably manipulate static (time invariant)

aspects of display, such as amplitude or size, when the physics

of signal production permits it.

In comparison to static components of display, the role that

dynamic (time-varying) components of motor display play in

mate evaluation is less understood [2, 6, 7]. Here we examine

a motor display in which males appear to specifically manipulate

audience reception of dynamic aspects of display.
Although all displays intrinsically have both static and dynamic

attributes, we define motor displays as displays in which the

dynamic (time-varying) components of motions, such as the an-

imal’s speed, accelerations, or forces attained, are a prominent

feature. In motor displays, these dynamic components may be

the specific target of, and have evolved in response to, female

preferences. For example, recent studies of spiders [8], crabs

[9], birds [10, 11], and fish [12] suggest a common dynamic

feature of displays that females prefer: higher male display

speed. These dynamic aspects of display are also what make

the display physically demanding or difficult to perform. Ability

to perform behaviors with high accelerations, muscle forces, or

other physically demanding attributes could correlate with

heritable components of male ‘‘athletic’’ ability [6, 10, 13]. If

females use dynamic attributes of motor performance to assess

a male’s genetic quality, the display might evolve to accurately

(‘‘honestly’’) showcase a dynamic aspect such as speed. The

alternative is that male displays might instead evolve to control

female perception of dynamic aspects of performance per se

without respect to honesty, as expected by receiver psychology

[14, 15], perceptual bias [16], or aesthetics [17, 18] models of

sexual selection. Here we explore how male Costa’s humming-

birds (Calypte costae) modulate audience reception of their

speed and sound pressure levels (SPLs) during an aerial dive,

through choice of dive trajectory.

Diving, or descending from a height with the aid of gravity,

allows an animal (or aircraft) to briefly attain velocities greater

than they can attain in level flight [19]. Males that court females

with a dive are thus engaged in a speed-limited display. Like

the wailing wing siren of the World War II-era Stuka dive bomber

[20], hummingbird dive displays incorporate acoustic perfor-

mance, albeit one intended to impress rather than intimidate.

Similar to a high-pitched version of the Stuka, the dive sound

of Costa’s hummingbirds rises from 7 to 9 kHz and then falls

back to 6.5 kHz as the male’s speed increases and decreases

(Audio S1). This tone is produced by the male’s tail feathers

[21, 22], which he holds spread as he dives, causing the back

edge of the outer tail feather, rectrix 5 (R5), to flutter (vibrate) in

the airflow [23] (Figure 1A).

Here, we replicated this flutter in our new aeroacoustic wind

tunnel (Figure 1B), allowing us to characterize how the sound is

produced (Figure 1C). As acoustic directionality has rarely

been studied (but see [24, 25]), we used these wind-tunnel

data tomake a spatial model of how dive sound varies according

to location and establish how male choice of trajectory modu-

lates the sound heard by the female. We then tested the model
Current Biology 28, 1–8, April 23, 2018 ª 2018 Elsevier Ltd. 1
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Figure 1. Flutter of Costa’s Hummingbird Tail Feathers, as Measured in an Open-Jet Acoustic Wind Tunnel

(A) Morphology of male Costa’s hummingbird tail. The source of sound is flutter of the trailing vane of R5 (blue).

(B) Feathers were mounted in airflow of the wind tunnel. Red points indicate 3D sample locations at 10 cm distance from the feather, corresponding to data in (G).

(C) Acoustic-camera recording of feather as it produces sound in the wind tunnel (heatmap), 6 m from the source, showing directly transmitted sound and

reflected sound.

(D and E) SPL rises with airspeed (D) and falls with distance (E) according to the inverse distance (1/r) law (directly transmitted sound only).

(F) SPL is amplified by neighboring feather R4 by 11.2 dB, relative to R5 alone, or a flat plate (*, see Figure S1 for statistics; error bars show ±SD).

(G) SPL levels in the z axis are 11 dB greater than in the xy plane.

(H) Frequency rises with airspeed.

Reference distance for (D), (F), and (G), 0.1 m. Reference airspeed for (E)–(G), 21 m s�1. n = 6 feathers or feather sets. See also Figure S1 and Audio S1.
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by recording males as they dove, with an array of microphones

and a pair of acoustic cameras.

RESULTS

Wind-Tunnel Tests of R5
The SPL of R5 from six Costa’s hummingbirds changed

with airspeed (Figure 1D), distance from source to receiver
2 Current Biology 28, 1–8, April 23, 2018
(Figure 1E), proximity to a neighboring feather (Figures 1F

and S1), and the 3D orientation of the feather (Figure 1G),

whereas pitch changed with speed (Figure 1H) and Doppler’s

effect (described below). These aspects of the mechanism

combine to give the male strategic control over the female’s

reception of both the pitch and SPL of the dive sound, through

choice of the location of his dive (Figure 2A), as we explain

next.
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Figure 2. Male Choice of Trajectory Affects Doppler’s Effect

(A) The male has choice of location of dive trajectory in +x (blue), �x (red), y

(green), and z (purple) relative to the female. A reference trajectory (gray)

passes through the female’s location (d = 0). Note: the orientation of the

female’s head was not measured; the cartoon \ indicates only her position in

3D space.

(B) The male’s emission frequency (F_) is Doppler shifted as a function of angle

(q) and velocity (V_). CPA, closest point of approach; d, distance at CPA.

(C) The Doppler curve is the change in reception frequency (F\) as a function of

q, where change in q is a function of both V_ and d. The curve shown assumes

that the source frequency (F_) remains constant and linear source motion.

Multiple combinations of V_ and d produce the same Doppler curve; slow,

close sources produce the same curve as distant, fast ones.

(D) Model of dive q as a function of dive location translated in +x,�x, y, and z at

a distance d = 8 m. For d = 0 (gray), q passes through a singularity.

(E) Example _ speed profile, and F_ profile, of a dive (see Figure 1H).

(F) Combined model of frequency the female perceives (F\) as a function of

both varying V_ (E) and Doppler shift (q; D), as a function of dive location in +x,

�x, y, and z at a distance d = 8 m. F_, frequency male hears himself emit. The

slope of the Doppler curve is maximized as d tends to zero (gray curve).

See also Figure S5 and Audio S1.
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Modeled SPL and Frequency
A male has multiple options to maximize SPL. As our data indi-

cated that the sound field of tail feathers is directional (Figure 1G),

we hypothesized that he would aim this sound field toward the

female. He could also minimize distance to the female at the

dive’s closest point of approach (CPA) (Figure 2B), as closely

related species tend to do (see below). But diving with a short

CPA distance to the female has a potential tradeoff with pitch.

Dive-sound pitch rises and falls as the male’s speed rises and

falls, due to the direct effect of male speed (V_) on flutter [22, 23]

(Figure 1H). Superimposed on this is Doppler’s effect [26], which

is determined by the male’s velocity and the angle q between the

male’s velocity vector and the stationary female (Figure 2B).

Doppler’s effect has two aspects: the Doppler shift, a relatively

static shift in pitch when q changes little, and the Doppler curve,

a description of the continuous decrease in pitch of a source as it

passes by the receiver and q changes rapidly (Figure 2C). Early in

the dive, the male descends steeply toward the female, q is low,

and the Doppler shift simply boosts the frequency of sound that

the female hears, F\, relative to the male’s emission frequency,

F_. As he approaches the CPA, themale’s choice of trajectory af-

fects F\ through the timing and steepness of the Doppler curve.

The male strategy of diving right at or in front of the female, such

that the male passes directly above the female, produces the

highest possible F\ (blue trajectories in Figure 2), as this mini-

mizes q (Figure 2D) at the same time that he reaches peak dive

velocity (Vmax) (Figure 2E).

Trajectories that maximize F\ also have a short CPA distance

(d in Figure 2B). Minimizing CPA distance causes q to rapidly

cycle from low to high (Figure 2D), producing a sharp Doppler

curve (Figure 2F). In fact, the sharpest possible Doppler curve

is associated with trajectories that risk collision with the female

(gray lines in Figures 2D and 2F). Thus, trajectories that maximize

F\ and SPL also produce a pronounced drop in frequency as the

male passes through the CPA. The trajectory that instead mod-

erates the drop in frequency associatedwith the Doppler curve is

to dive at a greater horizontal distance from the female (green in

Figure 2) and to curve around her at the CPA. This trajectory

reduces change in q, ameliorating the steepness of the Doppler
Current Biology 28, 1–8, April 23, 2018 3
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Figure 3. Dive Trajectory of Costa’s Hum-

mingbird

(A) Coordinate systemandexperimental setup.Dives

were elicitedwith a caged female placed at the origin

(0,0,0). Three or fourmicrophones (numbered closed

circles) were placed in the horizontal plane, with

microphone 1 next to the female. Two acoustic

cameras (AC), placed approximately 25 m from the

caged female (actual placement not shown), were

used to digitize the dive trajectory. Each dive was

assigned a dive plane (black line), a vertical plane

parallel to the long axis of the dive as projected in the

horizontal plane, and passes through the CPA of

the dive (red star). The x axis of the dive is parallel to

the dive plane and the y axis of the dive is perpen-

dicular to the dive plane. Each microphone was

assigned a quadrant relative to the dive plane: blue

shading, +x; red shading,�x; and green shading, y.

(B) The acoustic cameras were used to digitize the dive trajectory using 3D kinematics protocols designed for regular video [27] for which propagation delay is

negligible. The speed of sound is�330m s�1, and acoustic propagation delay is proportional to distance. The videos were calibrated with impulsive sound (hand

clapping) in the vicinity of point p0 (near the female), thus setting a reference distance d10 and d20 (with associated propagation delay) for cameras 1 (AC1) and 2

(AC2), respectively. As the source flies from p0 to pn, the distance to each camera changes to d1n and d2n, thus changing the relative propagation delay to each

camera. This did not significantly affect digitized dive position, but it prevented calculation of accurate dive velocity or acceleration profiles, as explained further

in the STAR Methods.

(C) Seven consecutive dives (numbered) performed to a caged female in a closed location. Note: bushes (not shown) prevented the male from diving lower. Male

Costa’s hummingbirds perform alternating left- and right-handed dives, in which they dive on one side of the female (odd dives) and then the other (even dives).

See also Figures S2, S3, and S5, Video S1, and Audio S1.
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curve at a minor penalty to F\ (black arrows in Figure 2F). In sum,

there is a tradeoff between maximizing SPL and F\, versus

minimizing the Doppler curve, or drop in pitch as a male flies

through the CPA. Where males of this species choose to place

their trajectories thus indicates which acoustic features they

are optimizing.

Observed and Elicited Dives
To test which strategy male Costa’s hummingbirds employ, we

observed the location of the CPA of natural dives performed

for wild females. Separately, we recorded six males as they

each repeatedly dove to a caged female, with an array of three

or four microphones, to test our model of how the dive sound

varied in space (Figure 3A; Audio S2). We also recorded these

dives with two acoustic cameras (Figures 3A, 3B, and S2). An

acoustic camera is a video camera embedded in a synched

array of microphones that uses beamforming to spatially map

sound sources onto the camera image [28]. By recording

dives with two cameras, we reconstructed male 3D trajectory

from the acoustic trace in each camera (Figures 3B, 3C, and

S3; Video S1).

Wild females frequently perched on open twigs at the very top

of a bush or tree to observe male displays. To recipients in these

exposed locations, males dove with an average CPA distance of

4.4 ± 1.2 m horizontal and 0.8 ± 1.0 m (n = 9 bouts, mean ± SD)

vertically above her. Sounds recorded from the female’s lateral

position (relative to the dive plane) lack the sharp drop in pitch

caused by the Doppler curve that is present in other simulta-

neously recorded locations (Figures 4A–4C and S4). These

data support the hypothesis that diving horizontally displaced

from the female, rather than close to and above her, minimizes

an audible Doppler effect, as the Doppler curve is shallow and

hard to distinguish from the decrease in F\ caused by declining

V_ (Figure 4B, green).
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This choice of trajectory could adversely affect tail aim. Related

species spread the entire tail out to each side during their dives

(Figure 5A) such that it is approximately horizontal [21, 29, 30].

Our wind-tunnel data on the sound field (Figure 1G) imply that

this strategy directs the tail sound above and below the male. If

Costa’s spread their tail horizontally to each side, they would

fail to aim the sound toward the female, who is off to the male’s

side at the CPA. But high-speed videos reveal that, unique

among relatives, Costa’s spread only half their tail and twisted

it ventrally such that it is nearly vertical during the dive (Figure 5B;

Video S2). Our spatial model suggests that this twisting aims the

dive sound sideways (Figure 5C). Our acoustic-camera record-

ings confirm that this has a substantial effect. After correcting

for distance, the dive sound recorded by an acoustic camera is

8.4 dB louder to the side of the dive than it is in front of or behind

the dive (Figures 5D and 5E). These data show that twisting the

tail has the effect of aiming the dive sound toward the female.

Phylogenetic comparative data suggest that the behavioral

strategies of mitigating and minimizing the Doppler curve within

the dive sound and aiming the tail have evolved in concert. Among

related species, the widespread, ancestral strategy is a shallow

dive, in which tail sounds are produced in short pulses after the

CPA (Figure 6, red). Several species evolved to produce tail

sounds before the CPA (Figure 6, blue). Among these relatives,

the dive strategies employed by Costa’s of diving at a greater

CPA distance, diving laterally to the female, and producing a

long, drawn-out dive sound are derived and arose after the lineage

leading to Costa’s hummingbird split from its common ancestor

with Anna’s hummingbird (Calypte anna) (Figure 6, green).

DISCUSSION

The dive sound of Costa’s hummingbirds has apparently

evolved under female choice, as males ardently produce the
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(A) To wild females perched in open locations, males chose to place their dives 4.4 ± 1.2 m lateral to the female (the difference between dives to recipients in

closed and open locations was non-significant, ANOVA, p = 0.63) and 0.8 ± 1.0 m (n = 9) above the recipient, significantly lower than dives to females in closed

locations (ANOVA, p = 0.002). Colors and microphone positions are as in Figure 3A.

(B) Three simultaneous recordings of a dive demonstrate the effect of this position. Fmax (white dot) and the slope of the Doppler curve (colored bar) for three

recordings of the same dive are shown. The chosen strategy of Costa’s hummingbird (green) has the lowest slope and no sharp changes in slope. Source sound

files are provided in Audio S2.

(C) Variation in maximum frequency and change in frequency (dF/dt) in dive sound, as a function of location. Stars correspond to the spectrograms in (B).

The shaded area indicates recordings at the female’s position.

See also Figures S4 and S5 and Audio S1.
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dive for female recipients during the breeding season.

Although we have no data on extant female preferences for

any component of the dive, from the derived changes

compared to relatives (Figure 6), we can make general infer-

ences about what prior selection pressures may have favored.

Costa’s hummingbird sometimes hybridizes with its sister

taxon, Anna’s hummingbird [32]; thus, one plausible hypothe-

sis is selection on female preferences for species recognition.

Costa’s dive sound is similar to the vocal song that males of

this species also produce [22], for reasons that remain
obscure. The dive sound is longer in duration and much higher

pitched (�8 kHz) in Costa’s than in Anna’s (4 kHz) or other

outgroups, which are even lower pitched [31, 33]. Thus, past

selection has favored higher pitch in the lineage leading to

Costa’s hummingbird.

As documented above, pitch is set by male speed, V_;

tail-feather shape, which determines the speed-frequency

relationship, F_(V_) (Figure 1H); and Doppler’s effect. Thus, any

directional female preferences for higher pitch will in part exert

directional selection for higher values of V_, but will also exert
Current Biology 28, 1–8, April 23, 2018 5
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selection for males with narrower tail feathers that change F_(V_)

to produce a higher pitch at any speed.

Why then might Costa’s evolve strategies to minimize female

reception of their Doppler curve?Malesmay be, in effect, manip-

ulating female assessment of V_. Dive speed is encoded in

Costa’s dive sound in two ways (Figure S5). First, it is encoded

by Fmax of the dive, because higher speeds produce higher
6 Current Biology 28, 1–8, April 23, 2018
Fmax (Figure 4C). If the female ‘‘knows’’ F_(V_), then male speed

is directly revealed by the pitch of the dive sound: all else being

equal, higher-pitched males are faster. The increase in pitch

caused by the Doppler shift need not mask this. If all males

choose the same trajectory, such that they have the same

Doppler shift, then the female can also assess speed directly

from the pitch of the dive sound. If instead males vary in their
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aim (placement of dive trajectory), causing the Doppler shift to

vary, then female preferences will additionally exert selection

onmale aim. But for this to work, females must have an accurate

internal model for F_(V_). They may not; after all, female prefer-

ences for higher pitch should also cause F_(V_) to evolve, such

as by selecting for narrower tail feathers.

The other way that the dive sound encodes speed, without

respect to F_(V_), is from the Doppler curve [34, 35]. The simplest

ways to calculate speed from the Doppler curve require a known

source frequency, constant source velocity [34, 35], or two

spacedmicrophones [36]. None of these three conditions is avail-

able to a female Costa’s hummingbird. It is also possible to use

the Doppler curve to estimate the speed of an arbitrary source

inmotion (i.e., without knowingF_(V_)), as engineers dowith traffic

noise [36]. This requires an estimate of the CPA distance; other-

wise, a distant, fast object produces the same Doppler curve as

a closer, slower one [34, 36].With an estimate of theCPAdistance

(which perhaps the female could assess visually), the Doppler

curve could be used to estimate male dive velocity, independent

of themorphology of his tail feathers. Thus, femalesmight be able

to use theDoppler curve of amale as he flies by as an assessment

of his speed that is not tied to Fmax. But, as shown here, males of

this species have evolved a strategy that minimizes the audibility

of this Doppler curve, thus depriving females of a potential indica-

tion of their true speed during the dive. This result suggests that

this display has not evolved to showcase male ‘‘athletic’’ perfor-

mance abilities, contrary to the honest-signaling hypothesis but

consistent with the other models of mate choice (receiver psy-

chology, perceptual bias, and/or aesthetic preferences).

Thecourtshipsoforganisms includingspiders, fish,birds,crabs,

and insects feature dynamic male motor performances that have

evolved in response to female preferences [37]. Most research

on exaggerated ornaments has focused on static male attributes

such as bright colors or elongated tails. The dynamicmale display

traits that define motor displays may be just as important and just

as subject to femaleperceptual biases. There doesappear tobeat
least one general pattern: females of many

taxa have directional preferences for male

display speed or rate [7–10], suggesting

that speed may be a relatively universal

dynamic display attribute considered by

females. But just as males may present

static traits such as color patches in the

‘‘best possible light,’’ some types of motor

displays afford the male strategic control
over female reception of dynamic aspects of male display, as we

have shown here for Costa’s hummingbird.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited Data

Contact the Lead Contact for original data N/A N/A

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

Wild Costa’s Hummingbirds, during breeding season Colorado Desert Ecosystems, Dec.-May Calypte costae

Software and Algorithms

BeamformX software OptiNav https://www.optinav.com/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Dr. Chris

Clark (cclark@ucr.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Wild adult male Costa’s Hummingbirds, Calypte costae. This research was conducted in accordance with UCR IACUC protocol

20160039.

METHOD DETAILS

Wind Tunnel Experiments
Previous research characterized some of the properties of how feathers flutter in airflow using a standard suction wind tunnel

[23, 38, 39]. The tunnel used for this prior work had only one location to mount a microphone, and the test section had hard sides

that produced reverberations. As a result, this previous work was ill-suited to address the 3D shape of the sound field of a flutter-

ing feather, i.e., how the sound pressure level (SPL) produced by a feather varies in space around the feather. To explore this

question, at UC Riverside we built a new aeroacoustic wind tunnel similar in size, shape, and specifications to the acoustic

wind tunnel described by Sarradj et al. [40]. Our blower-style tunnel has several features that reduce background noise, and it

produces a laminar jet of air 35 3 35 cm in cross-section that empties into the open lab. As the test area is open, microphones

may be placed anywhere around a test subject such as a feather, and reverberation does not affect our experiments, particularly

those with the acoustic camera (as we document below).

We tested the outer tail-feathers (Rectrix 5, hereafter, R5) from 6 male Costa’s Hummingbirds. Feathers were placed within the

laminar region of the jet, approximately 10 cm downstream of the opening, in an orientation intended to mimic the orientation of

this feather during a dive (Figures 1B and 1C). Sounds were recorded with one or two ½’’ B&K 4190 microphones each

equipped with the UA 0386 nosecone, allowing the microphone to be deployed in laminar airflow with negligible flow-induced noise.

Recordings were made 10 cm from the feather. Other recording equipment and calibration were the same as used by refs [23, 38].

In addition to microphones, we also recorded sound with an acoustic cameras (described below), which were not placed within

the flow.

Four wind tunnel experiments on Costa’s R5

The purpose of these experiments was to develop parameter estimates for the sound pressure level (SPL) of sounds made by

R5. These parameter estimates in turn are used in the spatial model of SPL and frequency of dives, presented in Dive Frequency

and SPL.

Experiment 1: sound field shape

We measured the shape of the sound field around single fluttering feathers, at reference airspeed of 21 m s-1. One microphone

remained stationary as a reference (to ensure that flutter and SPL levels remained constant over the duration of the experiment),

at point labeled ‘1’ in Figure 1B. The second microphone was moved to a series of points to record sound levels at points in a sphere

around a test feather, as shown in Figure 1B. The distance from feather to microphone was 10 cm for all microphone positions. We

defined a polar coordinate system around the feather where an elevation angle of zero corresponded to measurements in the x-y

plane coplanar with the surface area of the feather, whereas an elevation of 90� corresponded to the z axis, directly out-of-plane

with the feather. Within this coordinate system, we measured points in a grid with nodes at 45� increments in x, y and z. Out of 26

points on this grid, we measured 23, as we could not sample the points immediately upstream of the feather (the microphone’s

wake would have affected the feather) (Figure 1B). We detected no differences in amplitude according to azimuth angle, so x and
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y angles are averaged together and presented on the same axis in Figure 1G. The remaining experiments were conducted with the

microphone in the loudest part of the sound field, perpendicular to the plane of the feather.

Experiment 2: sound as a function of airspeed

Six Costa’s R5 feathers were tested at speeds between 10 and 30 m s-1, at speed intervals of 0.5 m s-1, following our previously

established approach [39]. The microphone was placed in the loudest part of the sound field (per results of experiment 1), 10 cm

from the feather. As a control, sounds of the tunnel were recorded with the microphone and other equipment, without a feather

present. At airspeeds above 15 m s-1, background sound was �20 dB lower than the 8 kHz sounds produced by the feather, and

thus was negligible. SPL produced by the feather (dBV_) varied according to the equation dBV_ = 2.8 V_ – 16 (m s-1), as determined

by linear regression (Figure 1D). The regression of frequency against airspeed for these 6 feathers (approximately: F_ = 0.2V_ + 4.7;

kHz; Figure 1H) is similar to that reported in ref [22] for a different set of feathers and wind tunnel.

Experiment 3: sound as a function of distance

Frombasic acoustic theory, we know that in the far field, SPL levels decrease with distance froma source as d-1 (ignoring attenuation).

The purpose of this experiment was to recapitulate this inverse distance law. The simplest explanation for any deviation from a log-log

slope of �1 is lab artifacts such as reverberation. We recorded feathers in the wind tunnel at airspeed of 21 m s-1 with the acoustic

camera at distances ranging from 0.01 to 8 m from the feather. The acoustic camera distinguishes between sound from reflections

and directly transmitted sound (Figure 1C), allowing reflected sound to be ignored. Across the distances analyzed, SPL recorded

by the acoustic camera for directly transmitted sound decreased with distance as d-1 (Figure 1E), as expected for sound expanding

spherically away from the source.

Experiment 4: feather-feather amplification

The previous three wind tunnel experiments were all performed on isolated R5s, but actual diving Costa’s Hummingbirds have an

intact R4 adjacent to R5. Clark et al. [23] demonstrated that the R4 feather of Anna’s Hummingbird (Calypte anna) amplifies the sound

produced by R5 by approximately 11 dB. Anna’s Hummingbird is the sister taxon to Costa’s Hummingbird. Although its larger

tail-feathers produce a lower-pitched (4 kHz) tail sound than Costa’s, the feathers of the two species are similar in shape and

have a similar mode of flutter. Thus, we hypothesized that an interaction between R5 with R4 that amplified the total amount of sound

could be present in Costa’s as well.

We performed the same experiment described in Clark et al. [23], on Costa’s Hummingbird feathers. To test the effect of R4 on

R5, we compared the SPL produced by R4 and R5 to SPL produced by R5 with a flat plate in the shape of R4 as a control. We

did so through a series of eight manipulations without touching or affecting R50s sound directly. In order, we (#1) placed R5 and

R4 in the wind tunnel in sound-producing orientation, (#2) removed the real R4, (#3) replaced the R4 behind R5, (#4) removed R4

again, (#5) placed a flat plate in approximately the shape of R4 behind R5, (#6) removed the plate, (#7) placed the flat plate

behind R5 again, and (#8), removed the plate again. We did this for 6 separate sets of feathers. Thus for each set of feathers

we had 4 measurements of R5 producing sound without anything behind it (treatments #2, #4, #6, #8); 2 measurements of R5

with R4 behind it (treatments #1, #3); and 2 measurements of R5 with a flat plate behind it (treatments #5, #7). The key treatment

is treatment #3, in which we shifted R4 back into place behind R5. The purpose of treatment #3 was to test for order effects,

relative to treatment #1. Order effects were possible, since the experiment began with the experimenter first finding an orientation

in which R5 and R4 together produced loud sound. That is, treatment #3 establishes whether shifting R4 back behind R5 restores

the amplitude recorded in treatment #1. If there is no difference between treatments #1 and #3, then treatments #5 and #7 are

reasonable controls.

Acoustic Camera
We recorded dives (see below) with two microphone arrays (SIG ACAM 100 Microphone Array; OptiNav, Bellevue, WA, USA,

https://www.optinav.com), which we refer to herein as ‘acoustic cameras’. Each array consisted of 40 microphones arrayed in

a 40 cm x 40 cm spiral (24 bit, 50 kHz sampling rate, flat response at 60 Hz - 15 kHz), with an optical 5-megapixel camera (frame

rate: 24.45 Hz) integrated in the middle of the array. The acoustic cameras were attached via USB to laptop computers, and run

with the software OptiNav BeamformX (version 2.06). This software used a proprietary beamforming technique [28] to generate a

spatial ‘‘heat’’ map on the camera image of acoustic amplitude for a given frequency band. Hereafter, we refer to this spatial map

as the ‘acoustic position’ of a source, by which we mean the inferred spatial position of the sound source within a given video

frame. We used a 1/3 octave frequency band centered at 8 kHz, as this was wide enough to encompass the entire frequency

range of a Costa’s hummingbird dive. For analysis, we set the decay time (similar to an FFT window size) to 0.01 s. This has

the effect of making recordings highly time-resolved. By contrast, the images in Figure 5E were produced with a decay time

of 0.1 s, which facilitates visualization of the path of the dive, but is not suitable for the quantitative analyses described here.

Within the software, individual sound sources could be selected and the SPL levels of that source identified. We calibrated

the SPL levels of the cameras by playing an 8 kHz tone of known amplitude, and found that the cameras were accurate to within

2.1 ± 3.9 (mean ± SD) of SPL, ref. 20 mPa.

The optical camera had barrel distortion (visible in Figure 1C, e.g., overhead lights in background). To remove the effects of barrel

distortion from the optical lens embedded in the acoustic camera, the software lens parameter was set to 1.2; this has the effect of

matching the optic and acoustic lens parameters (e.g., Figure S3), meaning that the optical position was spatially coincident with the

acoustic position within video frames (propagation delay differences are addressed below). The ‘acoustic position’ of the source was

overlaid over the corrected image, which we then used for digitization of kinematics.
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Costa’s Hummingbird Dives
Elicited dives

To examine how sounds vary as a function of location around the dive, and to reconstruct the 3D trajectory of dives, we elicited bouts

of dives from sixmales. Twomales were recorded in the botanical gardens of UCR (GPS: 33.971641,�117.319460) and four from the

Boyd Deep Canyon Natural History Reserve (GPS: 33.648561, �116.376499), in May 2016 and Feb. 2017. We elicited dives by

placing a caged female in a prominent location on a male’s territory, and then recorded the dive with either 3 or 4 microphones

(a combination of Sennheiser ME 67 (shotgun), MKH 70 (shotgun), and omnidirectional MKH 20), as well as the two acoustic cameras

(below), as shown in Figure S2 and Figure 3A. One microphone was placed next to the caged female, and the other 2 or 3 micro-

phoneswere placed at lateral distance up to 10maway from the female, in the shape of a T (4microphones) or L or V (3microphones).

Distance from instrument to caged female, and between acoustic cameras, wasmeasured to the nearest 1mwith a laser rangefinder

binoculars (Leicia 10x42Geovid R). Since dive orientation varies unpredictably, wewere unable to predetermine the orientation of the

array relative to the orientation of bouts of dives. The microphones were routed into a 6-channel TASCAM DR-680 recorder.

Our localities were not ideal for using video to reconstruct 3D dive trajectories (Figure S3), because the background had highly

variable lighting (trees, bushes, mountains, and open sky) that made it difficult to digitize a tiny, rapidly moving bird inmultiple camera

views. We instead reconstructed the dive trajectory directly from two acoustic cameras. We placed each acoustic camera approx-

imately 25 m from the caged female (Figure S2), filming the volume where the male would dive, at approximately a 120 degree angle

relative to the other camera.

After a bout of dives, we temporally calibrated the acoustic camera recordings to within ± 1 frame (0.041 s) by producing a sharp,

impulsive sound (clapping) at the female’s location. Video S1 shows both synchronized camera views of a dive. To digitize the 3D

trajectory of the dives, we utilized the wand digitization technique of Theriault et al. [27]. Our spatial calibration used the ends of a

meter-stick, thrown into the air through the control volume. The dives were digitized from the centroid of the acoustic position of

the dive-sound, in each frame (focal length = 500, width = 640, height = 480, princ. x = 320, princ. y = 240).

Ourmethod deviates from the standard use of Theriault et al.’s [27] routine, which is intended for regular video, in which light travels

from subject to camera with no propagation delay. By contrast, the time taken for the sound to travel from bird to acoustic camera

varies with distance and thus affects the ‘acoustic position’, i.e., the reconstructed location of the dive sound in each camera at each

point in time. Our temporal calibration of the recordings with a sound at the female’s location controls for the propagation delay from a

source adjacent to the female, near point p0 in Figure 3B, at reference distances d10 and d20 for cameras 1 and 2 respectively (Fig-

ure 3B). But as the source moves, the distance from source to camera (d1n and d2n; Figure 3B) changes. This change in distance

changes the propagation delay, potentially causing two types of bias in our digitization: (1) the degree to which the source is moving

toward or away from both cameras, which equally advances or retards the propagation delay from both cameras, and (2) the change

in distance between the source and one camera relative to the other camera, changing the relative propagation delay in one camera

relative to the other. Error #1 arises when (d1n - d10) = (d2n - d20) s 0. Error #2 arises when (d1n - d10) s (d2n - d20).

If unaccounted for, equivalent changes in propagation delay in both cameras (error #1) does not distort the bird’s digitized position,

but it affects calculations of the bird’s velocity and acceleration, so we did not analyze the velocity or acceleration profiles of the

diving Costa’s hummingbirds we recorded. (2) The second source of bias derives from changes in relative distance to each camera.

This effect wasmost pronounced in dives in which the bird begins the dive near one camera, and ends the dive near the other camera.

This change in relative distance is analogous to a de-synching of the temporal calibration, which affects calculations of the bird’s

position. Regarding this bias, given our framerate of 24.45 fps and the speed of sound (330m s-1), the sound travels 13.5m per frame.

Thus, for every 13.5m in change in distance to one camera versus the other ((d1n - d10) - (d2n - d20) = 13.5 m; Figure 3B), the acoustic

signatures in the cameras become de-synched by one frame.We could ignore this effect for two reasons: across each individual dive

of our dataset, the relative change in distance from bird to each camera was usually less than 10 m, and thus the magnitude of this

second effect was less than the synchronization error of our calibration procedure. Second, in our analysis, the position variable most

important to our analysis was the CPA distance, which was near the female and the calibration location.

The digitized 3D trajectories of dives place the female at the origin (Figures 3A and 3C). Distance from each camera to bird was

calculated, as well as microphone position relative to the dive trajectory. We calculated the CPA as the minimum 3D distance

betweenmale trajectory and the female. For each dive, a line was defined as the least-squares regression of the dive in the XY plane.

This linewas then translated so that it passed through theCPA, and called the dive line (black line in Figure 3). Note: the ‘‘dive plane’’ is

a vertical plane coincident with the dive line. This definition of dive-plane disregards out-of-plane curvature, which was present

(compare blue dots to black line in Figure 3). Microphone positions in X and Y were defined relative to this dive plane (red, green,

blue shaded regions in Figure 3). Color of microphone position (red, blue, green) in Figure 4 corresponds to these quadrants.

Natural dives

To determine where Costa’s put the CPA of their dives in entirely natural dives, we observed 18 display bouts by males on their

territories in Riverside, CA (33.955030, �117.351215); Deep Canyon Natural History Reserve (GPS: 33.6486, �116.3764); and

Anza Borrego State Park (GPS: 33.271554, �116.419723) in Jan. - May of 2017. Immediate locality (n = 10 localities) was included

as a random-effects covariate, since bouts performed in close proximity may have been performed by the same territorial male.

When a male began to dive to a recipient, we identified the location of the recipient, the species/sex of recipient, the height of the

recipient above the ground, the openness of the airspace around the recipient, and the horizontal and vertical distance from the CPA

to the recipient. Short distances (< 10 m) were estimated visually while long distances were estimated with laser rangefinder

binoculars (Leicia 10x42Geovid R; minimum range: 10m), using nearby objects for reference. Closed recipients were those in which
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the bushes, trees, or the ground obscuredmore than 50%of the surrounding spacewithin 5m horizontally of the recipient, such that

a dive with a CPA lateral to the recipient was physically prevented. Females perched near the ground, or inside the canopy of a bush

or tree were closed. Open recipients were those with less than 50% of the surrounding space was obscured. Open perches tended

to be at the very top of isolated bushes or trees. Occasionally, recipients shifted perches midway through a bout of dives, such that

the male may be diving to the recipient’s previous position. These bouts were not included in the analysis. Sixteen of 18 dive bouts

were performed to females; one was performed to a Lesser Goldfinch and one was performed to a male Costa’s Hummingbird

instead.

High-speed video of dives

We recorded high-speed videos (resolution: 800 3 600 pixels) of dives of 3 males at 500 fps with a Miro EX4 camera and a

Nikon 80-200 lens. The camera was hand-held or on a gimbal tripod and we attempted to follow the male as he dove. No single video

showed the entire dive. Out of 13 videos obtained, seven clearly showed that only half the tail was spread; none showed both sides of

the tail spread (the remaining six were inconclusive or showed the wrong part of the dive). Moreover, six videos showed that the tail

was twisted laterally below themale, such that the plane of the tail was vertical (the other sevenwere inconclusive). Video S2 provides

an example.

Dive Frequency and SPL
Model

Wemodeled how the Costa’s Hummingbird dive trajectory influences sound frequency and SPL at the female by combining the wind

tunnel data (Wind Tunnel Experiments) with dive kinematics data.

Frequency

Frequency (in kHz) varies with the male’s airspeed (V_) according to:

F_ = 0:2V_ + 4:7 (Equation 1)
F\ = ðc+V_ Cos qÞ F_=c (Equation 2)

Equation 1 is the frequency-velocity profile (Wind Tunnel Experiments; regression from Figure 1E), and (2) is the Doppler shift at the

recipient (F\). q is defined as in Figure 2B; c is the speed of sound (330 m s-1). Thus, the combined model of F\(t):

F\ = ð330+V_ Cos qÞð0:2V_ + 4:7Þ=330 (Equation 3)

From our dive kinematics data, we selected an exemplar dive with the V_(t) shown in Figure 2E, and a trajectory similar to the dives

shown in Figure 3A or 4A. We took the CPA of that dive, and translated it in space in four directions: up to 8 m in +x (blue), -x (red), y

(green), and +z (purple) relative to the female’s position (Figure 2A). The resulting q(t) is shown in Figure 2D, while the resulting F\ for

each position is shown in Figure 2F. The predictions of the functional form of F\ in Figure 2F match the variation in dive sound

recordings (Figure S4). This model indicates that diving laterally to the female is the strategy that produces the Doppler curve with

the shallowest slope (dF/dt).

Dive sound analysis

For the microphone recordings of 29 dives (n = 6 bouts, 1 per male, up to 6 dives per male), we digitized (in the software Raven 1.5,

http://www.birds.cornell.edu/brp/raven/) themaximum frequency (Fmax) reached in the recording, and dF/dt.We defined dF/dt as the

portion of the dive-sound that had the steepest slope over the course of 0.2 s, at any time after Fmax. (Figure 4C).

SPL model

As outlined in Wind Tunnel Experiments, dive sound pressure levels at the female (SPL\) are influenced by V_ (Figure 1D), distance

(Figure 1E), the presence of R4 (Figure 1F), and orientation of the tail (Figure 1G). We assumed that none of these relationships

interacted, e.g., we assumed that the increase in amplitude caused by presence of R4 was static and did not vary with airspeed,

and that tail aim also had an 11 dB range, irrespective of speed. Our model was thus:

SPL\ =dBV_ +dBR4 � dBg + 20Log10ðdref=dÞ (Equation 4)

Where dBV_ is effect of male velocity on SPL, dBV_ = 2.8 V_ – 16 (m s-1) (red line in Figure 1D). The dB-airspeed relationship ap-

peared to be slightly asymptotic rather than linear, but modeling this relationship as linear does not affect our conclusions; dBR4 is the

effect of R4 on SPL: = 11 dB; dBg is the effect of tail angle on SPL: dBg = 11 Cos (g), where g is tail angle, (90� is perpendicular to the

tail); and distance: 20Log10 (dref/d), dref = 0.1 m (the reference distance used for the other three wind tunnel experiments), where d is

distance between bird and receiver.

Substituting parameters yields:

SPL\ = 2:8 V_ � 11CosðgÞ+ 20 Log10 ðdref=dÞ � 5 (Equation 5)

This model reveals several aspects of the dive sound. Assuming g of 90�, i.e., the male has his tail aimed at the female, allows a

comparison of the effects of V_ against effects of d. Increasing speed by slightly more than 2 m s-1 increases SPL by about 6 dB,

which is the same effect as halving the distance between male and female. We simulated the effects of a typical trajectory with

the CPA translated at different distances in +x, -x, y, and z from the female (as in the frequency model). Calculating SPL\ over the
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course of the dive reveals that effects of distance have a much more pronounced effect on SPL\ than does V_; this is because a

typical dive spans a much greater range of distances between male and female, than range of V_. In sum: to maximize SPL\, the

male should minimize d.

He should also aim his tail at the female (modulate g). To model the effects of g, we assumed the male held his tail twisted 90� such
that the sound was projected laterally (out to the side) of the bird as it dove. The result, plotted as a function of location in the

horizontal plane around the female, is shown in Figure 5C.

Acoustic camera recordings of SPL

The acoustic camera recordings are spatially explicit and accurate to within �2.5 dB. From each synchronized acoustic camera

recording, we selected a point at the bottom of the dive near the CPA to sample SPL. We recorded the SPL level of the dive in

each acoustic camera recording. From the 3D digitization of the dive, we computed the distance from the male to each camera,

and the angle between the dive-plane and each camera (g), with the bird’s location as the vertex of the angle (Figure 5B). Since

each recording was at a different distance from the acoustic camera, we then adjusted SPL to a reference distance of 10 m

[20Log10 (dref/d), dref = 10 m], and plotted dB against angle (g) (Figure 5D). The data in Figure 5D show that the sound field around

a diving male is directional.

The acoustic camera data indicate that our model under-predicts SPL. For example, at the bottom of the dive, the model

predicts SPL of about 30 dB at the female (4.5 m from the male; bright yellow points in Figure 5C). We empirically measured

SPL of as high as > 40 dB at a distance of 10 m from the male (Figure 5D), a distance-corrected discrepancy of about 16 dB.

This discrepancy is too great to be explained by the precision of the acoustic camera measurements. There are several other

possible explanations for this discrepancy. We assumed that effects of R4 and effects of directionality did not scale with speed.

As the wind tunnel tests were conducted at 21 m s-1, which is slightly above the dive speed, it is unlikely that violation of this

assumption accounts for the discrepancy. The more likely explanation is that the SPL in the wind tunnel was variable among

individual feathers, with nearly a 20 dB spread between the quietest feather and the loudest feather we tested (see range of

data at Uair = 20 m s-1 in Figure 1D). We suggest that this is likely to be a product of the nature of the wind tunnel experiments;

some feathers may have not fluttered as loudly in the wind tunnel as they do in the live bird. If the maximum SPL values at each

speed (Figure 1D) are used in the model, rather than average (red line in Figure 1D), the discrepancy between model and empirical

measurements reduces to about 5 dB.

Phylogenetic Analyses
For comparative analysis, a phylogeny of bee hummingbird species was obtained from the literature [41]. Dive trajectories are from

our previously published work [19, 30, 31, 42, 43]. CPA distances were usually estimated from dives performed by males to caged

females, or from entirely natural dives to females in a few instances. In many cases the CPA estimate was precise only to the nearest

meter, hence many species have the same value, 1 m. The ‘dive strategy’ coded in Figure 6 is a composite variable made from two

subordinate variables: CPA location, and tail-sound timing. Each species was coded as passing over the female (CPA is above

female), or is horizontally displaced from the female. Each species was coded as producing tail-sound before passing over the female

(q < 90�) (blue), after passing over the female (q > 90�) (red). The two species with the CPA lateral to the female are green, whereas

those with the CPA not lateral are colored red, blue, or both. Character states were reconstructed on the phylogeny using parsimony

in the programMesquite 3.03. The line drawings in Figure 6 are to-scale and show the approximate portions of the trajectory in which

males produce the dive-sound (with the tail). Many species also produce wing sounds or vocalizations during the dive; these other

sounds are not shown.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistics were performed in JMP Pro 13. Presented values are means ± SD. Significance was defined as p < 0.05. The principle

findings presented here had a sample size of n = 6 independent units; we recorded n = 6 males diving in the wild (one bout of dives

from each) with the paired acoustic cameras + microphones; and n = 6 sets of feathers in the wind tunnel. For elicited dives recorded

with acoustic cameras andmicrophones, up to 6 dives per male (from a single bout) were analyzed (n = 29 dives total). No individuals

with valid data were dropped from the study. Additional males were sampled but not included in the study for reasons including did

not dive to a caged female, dives were out of frame, battery died or other hardware malfunction, calibration failure, etc. There is no

evidence the males not included in the study dove differently from the males included here. Sample size of six males was selected to

ensure results are ‘typical’ for males of this species, ignoring causes of individual (between-male) variation. Individual bouts of dives

are influenced by local topography (e.g., presence of bushes constrains possible male trajectories), such that a study focusing on

individual variation would need to record multiple dive bouts per male in a controlled way, for example, from different parts of

each male’s territory, in order to disentangle effects of local topography from intrinsic inter-male variation.

Tail-feather amplification experiment (experiment 4)
We analyzed treatment effect with a 1-way ANOVA with feather set as a random effect, followed by Tukey’s Honestly Significant

Difference (HSD) test to test for individual pairwise comparisons between treatments. Full results of this experiment are presented

in caption for Figure S1; condensed results shown in Figure 1F.
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Male placement of natural dives
Analysis of dive bout position as a function of closed versus open (exposed) habitat was conducted with an ANOVA, using locality as

a random effects covariate, where locality was a proxy for male ID. Two separate ANOVAs were run, one for vertical distance, the

other for horizontal. Description of results presented briefly in Figure 4 caption. Full results: dives to recipients in closed locations

had a CPA that was 2.6 ± 0.8 m (n = 9 bouts) above the recipient, whereas dives in open locations were 0.8 ± 1.0 m (n = 9) above

the recipient, a significant difference (ANOVA, p = 0.002, locality as a random-effect covariate). Closed dives were 4.0 ± 2.2 m

(n = 8) lateral to the recipient, whereas open dives were 4.44 ± 1.2 m (n = 9) lateral to the recipient, a non-significant difference

(ANOVA, p = 0.63, locality as a random effect covariate). The CPA distance of closed dives was also not different from the CPA

distance of 5.6 ± 2.3 m (n = 29 dives) from the 3D digitization of our elicited dives (t test, p = 0.51).

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Data associated with this study are available from the authors upon request.
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